
Choosing Your LIfe & Business Lifestyle – With
Kim Ades

This article presents an interview with Kim Ades, a key figure in personal
development and entrepreneurial success. She shares her insights on
turning adversities into opportunities and the critical habits that foster
success.

The importance of this article lies in its ability to provide readers with
practical strategies, not only to cope with challenges but also to leverage
them for personal and professional growth.

The benefit here is the acquisition of practical strategies and a new mindset
that can redefine your perspective on challenges and success.

Quote to remember from the Interview

"Taking action is the secret sauce to results." – Kim Ades

What You'll Learn From the Activity

The exercises below will help you to reflect on and apply Kim's insights
personally. Answering these thought-provoking questions will enable you to
identify the obstacles in your path and turn them into tools for growth.



Activity
Reflect on a recent adversity you faced. How can Kim's perspective of
seeing it as an opportunity help you overcome it?

How do you react to feedback? Is it something you value or something you
dread?

Journal about a key mistake you made recently. What would the feedback
loop look like for this particular situation?

Rewrite Kim's quote: "Success isn't something you chase. It's something
you attract by who you become." In your own words, what does this mean?

What areas of your life or business do you primarily focus on? Are these
areas serving your journey to success?



List a potential project you've been considering. How can you execute a
pilot before fully committing to it?

Review your business or personal expenses. Can you identify areas of
smart investment and potential wastage?

Have you ever tried journaling? Why or why not? If yes, what benefits did
you experience?

List three efficient habits you wish to implement in your life or business.
How will these contribute to your success?



What is one new business strategy you can implement within the next 24
hours?

True or false: Taking action is more important than planning. Explain your
answer.

Enumerate three key takeaways from this interview with Kim Ades and how
will you apply them in your life.

Fill in the blank: If I aim to turn my pains into power, I need
to_____________ .

If you were given the chance, what question would you want to ask Kim
Ades regarding turning adversity into opportunity?



On a scale of 1-5, how important do you think the act of taking immediate
action is for success in business and life?

List three situations when you turned adversity into opportunity in your
personal or professional life.

How can understanding the concept of "Success isn't something you
chase, it's something you attract by who you become." help you on your
personal growth journey?

What is your initial reaction to the concept of 'piloting' before investing in a
project? Do you see its value or does it seem unnecessary to you?



Can you identify a couple of opportunities where you might start practicing
the art of journaling as a self-correction tool?

Create a list of action items you can do within the next 24 hours that can
significantly affect your business strategies.

How important is seeking and providing feedback in your personal and
professional world?

What habits do you think are keeping you away from your goals and
success?



Write a brief note on where and when you should spend your money as an
entrepreneur.

Which of Kim's pieces of advice resonated the most with you and why?

Why do you think Kim emphasizes on the practice of journaling? Do you
agree with this advice?

Remember to act on these reflections, as knowledge without action
remains futile. Like Kim Ades said, "Taking action is the secret sauce to
results."


